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The 2017-18 class of Men In The Making celebrated their rite of passage ceremony Friday, May 11
at the Vinoy Renaissance Resort in downtown St. Petersburg.
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ST. PETERSBURG – The
Vinoy Renaissance is a luxurious
million-dollar resort in downtown St. Petersburg, but it’s
doubtful if it had ever hosted
such a distinguished group of
young men before the Men In
The Making (MIM) held their
rite of passage celebration last
Friday, May 11.
Fifty-eight young men successfully completed the 2017-18
MIM program, which is a progressive initiative focusing on
role modeling, academic enrichment and life skill support to increase male minority success
from the cradle to college. Emphasis is placed on academic ex-

cellence, social responsibility,
emotional stability and cultural
acuity in the curriculum and exposure outings.
Established in 2015, MIM is
directly funded by Cross and
Anvil Human Services. Local law
enforcement and St. Petersburg
College all joined in to create a
safe space for the young men.
This year’s 30 adult male role
models and mentors completed
a Florida Department of Law Enforcement background check
and were trained and certified as
youth advocates. Throughout
the program year, these role
models developed relationships
that positively impact the youths
they were mentoring.
Built on the dedication of
men of faith, fathers, law enforce-

Lakewood High’s Kazana
Bennett garners scholarship
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer
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ST. PETERSBURG – What
started with an elementary
schooler’s interest in K-pop (Korean pop music) is about to take
one Lakewood High School
sophomore to South Korea for a
month.
“My interest in Korea started
when I was in about fifth grade
when I found a YouTube video
on a specific K-pop group. It was
really cool, and I wanted to learn
more,” said Kazana Bennett,
awardee of a $7,000 Youth for
Understanding USA grant to
study abroad this summer.
“I get to choose what I want
to do, and I plan on basically visiting places of interest – museums, aquariums, historical
places, just learning about the
culture and sightseeing,” she

ment officers, pastors, coaches,
businessmen, concerned citizens and students who lead by
example, these selfless men help
repair the breach and create social capital and financial resources while redirecting the
current pipeline from dropout to
prison.
ABC Action News journalist
Jasmine Styles played the role of
mistress of ceremony. She is all
too familiar with reports of
young men and women on the
news for all the wrong reasons,
“so it’s so nice to see young men
of color being honored,” she
said.
A few MIM participants were
chomping at the bit to say a few
words about the program such
as mentor Clayton Sizemore,

who feels honored to be a part of
the program.
“It’s about the boys; it’s about
the right choices. It’s an honor
and privileged to be here helping
these young men,” he stated.
“This program has taught all
of us many different things,
things that we probably would
not have even thought of having
an interested in,” said mentee
Daniel Sanders, revealing that
after his time in the program, he
is now considering a career in
journalism.
Eric Washington, who is
graduating from Dixie Hollins
this week, met program founder
and President Rev. Kenny Irby in
the sixth grade through the
Write Field Program at the
See MEN, page 10

Activist Hunt encourages
people to get on the bus for
Campaign for Living Wages
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

Kazana Bennett
shared.
Kazana is expected to leave
in July for a one-month stay in
South Korea. While there, she
will live with a host family and
participate in everyday Korean
life.
Her interest in K-pop led to
See BENNETT, page 14

ST. PETERSBURG – Organizer Kofi Hunt once
thought he would be a graphic
artist, but today, as a familiar
face among Tampa Bay activists, he creates from a
palette formed by his beliefs in
social justice, envisioning a
world where communities
build through solidarity to
make the world better for all,
regardless of class or color.
As the son of two immigrant parents, his mother
from Ghana and father from
Jamaica, Hunt shared, “I
found my way into political
work through social justice activism. I started hanging out
with a group that showed so-

We Value Diversity | We Value Education | We Value History
www.TheWeeklyChallenger.com • 727-896-2922

Kofi Hunt
cially conscious movies. I went
to some of their demonstrations, and then Arab Spring
happened. I ended up following what was happening in
Egypt online, and it inspired
me to become more active myself.”
See HUNT, page 9
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Visionary
Brief
by Keisha Bell, Esq.

Her integrated opportunity
African-American women have had
a long and well-documented history of
being denied opportunity because of
the specific combination of her ethnicity and gender. Even today, her presence and the inclusion of her unique
experiences are oftentimes missing or
negated when assemblies are formed
to address collective progress.
Why is it OK to limit her — and little girls like her — even when she has
illustrated time and time again how
great her contribution to her community, her state, her nation, her world is
when she is given an opportunity to
succeed?
Meet Hazel Winifred JohnsonBrown, the first black female general in
the United States Army and the first
black chief of the United States Army
Nurse Corps. Johnson, who later became Johnson-Brown was both a nurse
and an educator. In addition, she was
the director of the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Nursing. She lived from October 10, 1927, until August 5, 2011.
Interestingly, Johnson-Brown was
inspired to become a nurse by a white
public health nurse when she was a
child. Can you imagine her excitement
and then her disappointment once her
application to attend the West Chester
School of Nursing was rejected because she was black?
On July 26, 1948, President Harry
S. Truman issued Executive Order
9981, that stated, “there shall be equality of treatment and opportunity for all
persons in the armed forces without regard to race, color, religion, or national
origin.” Although not achieved
overnight, the desegregation of the
armed forces was a major civil rights
victory. It also gave Johnson-Brown a
greater opportunity for achieving success.
In 1955, Johnson-Brown enlisted in
the army. In 1959, she graduated from

Villanova University with a bachelor’s
degree in nursing. In 1960, she became
a first lieutenant and joined the Army’s
Nursing Corps. In 1963, she earned a
master’s degree in nursing education
from Columbia University. Furthermore, in 1978, Johnson-Brown obtained a doctorate in education
administration from Catholic University of America.
Note, Johnson-Brown served as director of the Walter Reed Army Institute of Nursing in the 1970s. From 1976
thru 1978, she was assistant dean of the
University of Maryland School of Nursing. When she was selected to head the
Army Nurse Corps, she was serving as
chief nurse of the army hospital in
Seoul, South Korea.
It was in 1979 when Johnson-Brown
was promoted to Brigadier General as
head of the Army Nurse Corps, but
think of what would have been lost had
she not gotten the opportunity to reach
her fullest potential — if she did not
have integrated opportunity.
Keisha Bell is an attorney, author, and
public servant. www.emergingfree.com

CITY OF LARGO
STATE HOUSING INITIATIVES PARTNERSHIP (SHIP) PROGRAM
NOTICE OF FUNDING AVAILABILITY
FOR FY 2018-2019

FRONT AND CENTER

Black higher education after the
Civil War
In “From Slavery to
Freedom: A History of
Negro Americans,” initially published in 1947,
John Hope Franklin and
Alfred A. Moss, Jr., examined the history of
Negro education during
and after the Reconstruction era. In chapter XIV
entitled “Philanthropy
and Self-Help,” the authors conclude that the
rapid political gains
made immediately following the Civil War
were in danger of collapse following the end
of Reconstruction.
They stated: “Negroes could be certain of
an improved status only
in the field of education,
for many of the schools
that had been founded in
the days immediately following the war were still
flourishing…”
Congress took over
the progress of Reconstruction when it convened in December
1865. In spite of President Andrew Johnson’s
opposition, the Freedmen’s Bureau was established by Congress and
the process of securing
educational
advancements for black people
progressed.
Many
historically
black colleges and universities (HCBUs) were
founded during this period, including Howard
University (1867), Hampton Institute (1868), Fisk
University (1865), Atlanta University (1865)
and Florida Agricultural
& Mechanical University

The City of Largo is expected to receive $113,012 through the State Housing Initiatives
Partnership (SHIP) Program during Fiscal Year 2018-2019 (July 1, 2018-June 30, 2019) to
further the availability of safe and affordable housing. The City's Local Housing Assistance
Plan includes assistance strategies designed to increase homeownership opportunities and
preserve the housing stock. The programs outlined below will be funded through the SHIP
Program for FY 2018-2019. At the time of this publication, the City of Largo’s official
allocation from SHIP has not yet been released; therefore, the amount listed above is an
estimated amount of funding available for these programs.

SATURDAY, June 2, 2018 • 11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
PASADENA YACHT AND COUNTRY CLUB
6300 PASADENA POINT BLVD,
GULFPORT, FL 33707
DONATION: $45.00
LADY NAOMI NESBITT PRESIDENT
To purchase tickets call 727-460-9325

The Sold-on-Largo Program is designed to provide downpayment and closing cost
assistance to very low, low, and moderate income households to make homeownership a
reality. Sold-on-Largo represents a joint effort between local lenders, non-profit housing
service agencies, and the City of Largo to help residents become first-time homeowners.

The Affordable Housing Development Program provides incentives to private and
non-profit developers in the creation of new affordable rental or owner-occupied housing
units. This program also assists very low, low, and moderate income households with
purchase of the owner-occupied housing units through providing downpayment assistance.
Homebuyer Education and Housing Counseling is provided to assist households with
preparing them for first-time homeownership. Education and counseling is available to very
low, low, and moderate income households.
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CEO/Publisher Emerita
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The Rental Start-Up Fee and Utility Connection Deposit Program is included in the
SHIP Local Housing Assistance Plan; however, the program is currently unfunded. Should
additional funding become available, the program would provide rental start-up fees and
utility connection deposits for homeless (or at risk of homeless) households to acquire quality,
safe, decent and affordable rental housing. This program serves very-low and low income
households. For very low income homeless and very low income households with a member
who has special needs, additional rental assistance may also be available.
Applications will be received for these programs during the period of
July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019.
For further information, contact the City of Largo Community Development Department,
PO Box 296, Largo, Florida 33779-0296, housing@largo.com or (727) 586-7489, extension
7314. Additional information on these programs can be found online at:
www.largo.com/housing.
CITY OF LARGO
Diane Bruner
City Clerk
(by Arrow Woodard)

Washington.” Washington went to Tuskegee Institute in 1881. He
established and fostered
the idea of industrial education and set about developing the college
community.
He was extremely
successful and tireless in
fundraising and improving the college. He emphasized that “in order
for Negroes to achieve
success, they must do
some useful service that
the world wanted.” He
was a firm believer in industrial education. Washington died in 1915.
Most of the HCBU’s
established during Reconstruction and after
the Civil War are still
performing the noble
task of educating black
Americans.
Attorney Jacqueline
Hubbard graduated from
the Boston University
Law School. She is currently the president of
the
St.
Petersburg
Branch of the Association for the Study of
African American Life
and History, Inc.

Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc.
St. Petersburg Chapter
Honoring Educators:
Impacting Lives, Times and our Community

The Homeowner Rehabilitation Program provides zero-interest rehabilitation loans for
income-eligible homeowners. Eligible improvements under the strategy include correction
of code violations, energy conservation improvements, handicap modifications, and
correction to overcrowded conditions. This program is designed to assist very low, low, and
moderate income households.

The Eviction Prevention Program provides a grant to help protect tenants from eviction
from their rental units, due to disruption of payment caused by unavoidable, short-term
financial hardship. This program serves very-low and low income households.

(1887). Scholars generally agree that Reconstruction ended when
the Freedman’s Bureau’s educational function was disbanded.
After Harrison Reed
was elected governor of
Florida in 1868, he appointed an African
American, Jonathan C.
Gibbs, as his secretary
of state. Gibbs served in
that capacity from 1869
until 1872. After the
election of the next governor, Ossian Hart,
Gibbs was appointed
state superintendent of
Public Instruction, in
charge of Florida public
schools.
He improved the
school system, standardized textbooks and
opened many schools for
black children. Gibbs
Senior High School in St.
Petersburg is named in
his honor. He died in
1874.
Another
African
American,
Robert
Meacham, was elected to
the Florida Legislature
during Reconstruction
and concentrated his efforts on improving black
education. He was instrumental in creating
the state’s educational
system. Meacham also
helped establish the
African Methodist Episcopal Church in Florida.
Writing in 1903,
W.E.B. Dubois said:
“Easily the most striking
thing in the history of
the American Negro
since 1876 is the ascendancy of Mr. Booker T.
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best lead the world from racial
antagonism when it accords to
every man, regardless of race,
creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man,
fearing no man... the Black Press
strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt
as long as anyone is held back.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
CITY OF LARGO
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG)
FY 2018-2019 ACTION PLAN
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), HOME Investment Partnership Program (HOME),
Pinellas County Housing Trust Fund (HTF), State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) Programs
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Largo City Commission will meet at 6:00 PM on July 3, 2018, in the Largo City Hall Commission Chambers
at 201 Highland Avenue, Largo, FL 33770 to consider adoption of the FY 2018-2019 CDBG Action Plan. In the event that this public hearing is rescheduled, notice
will be posted at this location and online at www.largo.com/housing with the new date and time of the public hearing. This meeting is open to the public, and there will be
a public comment period at the meeting.
Any person who decides to appeal any decision of the Largo City Commission with respect to any matter considered at this meeting will need a record of the proceedings,
and for such purpose may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to
be based.
Copies of the draft FY 2018-2019 Annual Action Plan are available for viewing at the following locations until June 18, 2018:
• Largo City Hall – Community Development Department, 201 Highland Avenue, Largo FL 33770
• Largo Library – Reference Desk, 120 Central Park Drive, Largo, FL 33771
• City of Largo’s website – www.largo.com/housing.
Public comments regarding the FY 2018-2019 Action Plan can also be submitted in writing to the attention of Arrow Woodard, either electronically to housing@largo.com
or by mail to City of Largo, Community Development Department, PO Box 296, Largo, FL 33779. Written public comments on the Plan should be submitted
no later than 5:00 PM on June 18, 2018.
Prior to the adoption hearing, the Largo City Commission will discuss the proposed CDBG Action Plan at Commission Work Session on June 12, 2018 at 4:00 PM. This
meeting is open to the public to attend and will be held at Largo City Hall Community Room, 201 Highland Avenue, Largo, FL.
The City of Largo is committed to providing reasonable accommodation for meeting access and communication for persons with disabilities
and non-English speaking persons. Anyone needing assistance or further information with regard to these meetings should contact the City
Clerk’s Office at (727) 587-6710 or the Library TDD line at (727) 587-6778 at least two days prior to the meeting. Para solicitar un traductor,
llame al (727) 586-7489 ext. 7212.
This notice provides a summary of FY 2018-2019 projects and funding:
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires each jurisdiction receiving federal funding for CDBG and HOME funds to submit a Strategic Plan
every three to five years and an Action Plan each year. The CDBG Five-Year Plan is a component of the CDBG Consolidated Planning Process and represents the programmatic
course to be followed for a five-year period by the City of Largo in its redevelopment efforts. The goals and objectives of the Consolidated Plan are designed to address the
needs of the community, and must indicate proposed accomplishments and outcomes in measurable terms. The FY 2018-2019 CDBG Action Plan identifies activities to be
funded, and the proposed funding sources for those activities. The Plan not only contains CDBG-funded activities, but all activities funded by HOME Investment Partnership
(HOME), Pinellas County Housing Trust Fund (HTF), and the State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) programs. Approximately 98% of the CDBG funds will be utilized
for activities directly benefiting low and moderate- income persons, and will fund program administration and activities eliminating slum and blight. In addition to these
funds, the FY 2018-2019 Action Plan includes a recommendation for utilizing $37,500 in City of Largo General Fund. General Fund allocations are subject to City Commission
approval through the City’s budget process.
Available Funding

CDBG

HOME

HTF

SHIP

Entitlement

$533,382

$290,421

$0

$113,000

Program Income

$250,000

$200,000

$8,000

$200,000

Carryover from prior year

$332,000

$200,000

$0

$120,000

Total Funds Available

$1,115,382

$690,421

$8,000

$433,000

Primary Projects List
Expenditures

CDBG

City
General Fund

HOME

HTF

SHIP

Affordable Housing Development (AHD)

$414,472

$0

$0

$0

$120,000

Capital Improvements to Public Facilities

$47,839

$0

$0

$0

$0

Public Services: Homeless Facility Operating Costs

$54,600

$10,000

$0

$0

$0

Public Services: General

$64,950

$27,500

$0

$0

$0

$5,650

$0

$0

$0

$4,900

$0

$0

$234,000

$0

$36,000

$316,195

$0

$422,379

$7,200

$218,300

Housing Program Delivery Services

$30,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

Slum & Blight Removal

$25,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$156,676

$0

$34,042

$800

$53,800

$1,115,382

$37,500

$690,421

$8,000

$433,000

Public Services: Education & Counseling
Downpayment Assistance
Owner-Occupied/Rental Housing Rehabilitation

Planning & Administration
Total:

The following projects will serve as alternate projects in the FY 2018-2019 Annual Action Plan. Projects may be funded from the Alternate Projects List if additional funding
is available or if a funded project is canceled or delayed beyond the grant year. Factors to be taken into consideration for selecting from the Alternate Projects list include:
priority rank on the list, available funding based on funding caps (ex. Public Services Cap), eligibility of project for available funding source, and timeframe for completion
in relation to the time period available for expending funds.
Alternate Projects List
Additional Funding for Primary List Public Service Subrecipients (Subject to Cap)
Affordable Housing Development
Housing Rehabilitation
Downpayment Assistance
Community Investment (CI) – Revitalization/Redevelopment Areas and other
Income Eligible Neighborhoods (sidewalks, bus shelters, lighting, slum & blight removal, etc.)
Rental Deposit & Eviction Prevention Programs/ Rapid Re-Housing
Homeless/Homeless Prevention Services
Housing Counseling
CI- Emergency – Address Slum and Blight (acquisition, relocation, clearance,
historic preservation, rehabilitation, code enforcement)
CI-Infrastructure to Support Economic Development and
Neighborhood Revitalization
CI-Economic Development – Expand Opportunities through Job Creation,
Business Preservation and Private Investment
CI-Emergency – Address Community Needs Before, During and After an Emergency

$50,000
$750,000
$500,000
$250,000
$500,000
$50,000
$50,000
$20,000
$100,000
$600,000
$100,000
$500,000

No displacement is anticipated at this time. However, the Residential Anti-displacement and Relocation Assistance Plan required under the CDBG program is available for
viewing at the City of Largo Housing Division at 201 Highland Avenue, Largo, FL 33770.
Community development and housing programs are administered in a nondiscriminatory manner, consistent with equal employment opportunities, affirmative action, and
fair housing requirements. Questions, concerns, complaints or requests for information in alternative formats should be directed to the City of Largo Housing Division at
(727) 586-7489 ext. 7212.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Breaking stereotypes
BY INDHIRA SUERO
ACOSTA
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Five kids, three dads–one
young African-American
woman.
Ashley Wright, 30, fits
into multiples stereotypes,
but her actions prove that
she’s defined by something
more
powerful:
her
strength and will to become
an excellent example for
her children.
Born and raised in St.
Pete, it was normal in her
circle to become pregnant
at a young age. Her first
daughter, Kei’mariya, was
born when she was in the
12th grade.
“I went to school, but I
didn’t graduate,” said
Wright. “I made it to the
12th grade. I ended up getting pregnant again with
my twins, so I got my GED
instead of going back to
school.”
She eventually enrolled
at St. Petersburg College
(SPC) and completed a few
prerequisite courses. She
got into the surgical tech
program in 2011 and finished that course in 2012.
“My kids [are the ones]
that always motivate me. I

always tell people that if I
didn’t have kids, I don’t
know if I would have even
gone to school for anything,” she said.
After taking more
classes at Keiser University
and SPC and finding employment in an institution
for the mentally disabled,
she decided to enroll in a
phlebotomy program.
Wright recalled the day
she didn’t have her school
tuition and the woman in
the bursar’s office informed
her about the Pinellas Opportunity Council (POC),
who offered to pay for her
class. The only requisite
needed was to have children, and that she had.
POC’s mission is to help
alleviate conditions of
poverty, revitalize local
communities and promote
self-sufficiency by mobilizing resources to develop
and implement programs
that deliver an array of services to address various individual,
family
and
community needs.
“They finished paying
for my class and my nationals, which I passed. So I’m
a certified phlebotomist,
and I can work in any state,”
she said.

Wright currently works
at Northside Hospital as a
phlebotomist and Palms of
Pasadena Hospital as a patient scheduling coordinator in the surgery
department.
She endeavors to teach
her children to be as independent as possible and
stresses the importance of
education. Her oldest
daughter, Kei’mariya, 13,
wants to be a nurse, while
one of her 12-year-old
twins, Kei’niya, is adamant
about being a hairstylist
and the other twin,
Kei’shonna, has dreams of
becoming a fashion stylist.
As for the men of the
house, 11-year-old Jeraun
has dreams of becoming a
football player and her
youngest, Lyfe, nine, wants
to be a policeman.
Wright tries to feed her
children’s dream with a
sense of reality. She tells
them they’ll have to face
challenges and that there
are rules to follow. As long
as they try hard, they can
accomplish anything, she
said.
“I’m making sure that
they get to school and get
the education,” said Wright,
who admits it’s tough be-

PICK OF THE WEEK! DOG
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cause their fathers aren’t
around. “I have a boyfriend
who you can’t tell if those
aren’t his kids, but it’s different when your biological
dad isn’t there.”
Besides laughter and
sibling fights, questions fill
her days. Questions as to
why their dads aren’t there,
and explanations as to why
it’s necessary to love their
fathers even if he’s not in
their life.
“I don’t know what it’s
like to not have your dad,”
stated Wright. “Even when
my mom and dad were not
together, I was always over
there [her father’s house]
on the weekends. It’s hard

for me to feel how they’re
feeling.”
But she’s grateful for
the father figure they now
have. Her boyfriend takes
her son to football practice
and is teaching her oldest
daughter how to drive.
To Wright, defining a
woman because of the
number of children she has
or her marital status is like
judging a book by its cover.
“You can’t say all
African-American single
mothers are the same,” she
stated, admitting that she
has moments of frustration.
“I may meltdown, but then
I look at them. We grew together, I’ve learned so
much from them, and
they’ve learned so much

from me.”
Wright understands
that setting a good example
for her children will help
them grow to be responsible adults. She wants them
to see her as a strong, reliable and trustworthy person who didn’t bow down to
challenges in her life.
Her days are crazy,
filled with laughter and the
occasional sibling argument thrown in for good
measure. Being the mom of
three girls and two boys
makes her life chaotic, but
she wouldn’t change it for
the world.
This story is part of a 50article series honoring black
women in the Tampa Bay
area.

BE SURE TO
CHECK OUT
OUR ‘WEBSITE!
TheWeeklyChallenger.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Is This America? Jabaar Edmond weighs in on Childish Gambino’s message
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
A week later, some of the
furor
over
Donald
Glover’s, aka Childish
Gambino, instant video
classic “This Is America”
has died down, but the
messages and questions it
leaves in its trail seem too
powerful to shake. One
wonders if the stunning
visual piece doesn’t foretell a dark direction for
artists trying to create
subject matter as shocking and distressing as our
current news cycle.
With
131,327,857
views on YouTube at the
time this article is being
written, according to
“Forbes” magazine, the
video is tied for the fifth
fastest music video to
reach 100 million views in
YouTube history (nine
days), and it is the number one YouTube song in
11 countries including the
U.S., South Africa, United
Kingdom and Australia.
The song has also catapulted Gambino to the
number two spot on the
platform’s top 50. (Not
surprisingly, the song itself is not listed on Billboard’s top radio hits
chart at all.)
With the video being
the subject of commentary on media outlets
spanning from “The
Washington Post” to “The
View,” we asked filmmaker, community activist and recording artist
Jabaar Edmond to share
some of his thoughts on
the piece.
What did you think
of the video in general?
In general, I thought it
was extremely creative; I
think he showed some
real creativity. I also think
it sends mixed messages.
Some people are seeing a
political and activist message while others are seeing it as rehashing and
reinforcing old stereotypes – while some see it
as dispelling those stereotypes. I can see how peo-

ple feel it reinforces the
stereotype of the dancing,
violent Negro.
What did you think
of the message?
Being a director, I
somewhat understand the
message that he attempted to make, but I
also understand it being
seen as sending mixed
messages — the throwbacks to the old jigaboo:
big lipped, big eyes. And
in the end, when he’s running down the hallway
with people chasing him,
those images are strong.
Some of them are liberating images, but for some,
they are reinforcing past
ideas.
What about the violence?
I think he did the violence for shock value. I
understood the commentary, but I also found it
troubling, especially when
he shot the choir. In the
first scene it was shocking
when he shot the guy in
the chair, but when he did
it to the gospel singers —
while I understood what
he was getting at with all
the mass shootings and
all the violence going on,
I found it troubling.
People digest this stuff
and regurgitate what they
digest. So often when
you’re trying to send a
positive message, you can
send a negative message.
There’s a thin line between glorifying and
pointing something out. A
lot of rappers say they rap
about the streets not to
glorify it but to let people
know what’s going on, but
that’s a thin line.
Do you think artists
have the responsibility
to think about what
they’re putting out?
I think artists, or anyone with a platform, have
a certain amount of responsibility to the culture
and to the people who
they represent. I absolutely feel there is a responsibility. And there is
also freedom of artistic
expression. So, the balancing act that one has to

do is very hard, and I
think that the video for
this song walks that
tightrope.
What do you think
about the “This Is
America” title? Do you
agree with that message?
I’m an artist as well as
a director, so not only did
I look at the video, I listened to the music. So,
while I did feel it’s conflicted, I can respect it 100
percent. I think “This Is
America” is a perfect title
for it.
I feel it does illustrate
what America is and what
it does. A lot of people see
a lot of different things in
there – from the riot
scenes, police shooting
scenes, the proverbial
white horse showing the
apocalyptic angle. The imagery and the one-take directing style was amazing.
I think the conversation that it sparked was
timely — right after all the
stuff that Kanye West was
saying. I think it was a
masterful piece of timing
and execution. They
broke the internet and
had everybody talking
about it and looking at it,
so I guess it was successful in that aspect and I absolutely respect that.
But you’re still not
convinced?
Me myself, personally,
I’m not a huge fan of it. I
don’t like watching slave
movies, and I think it’s
just a derogatory reinforcement of things we
don’t want. For me, I don’t
think the message out-

weighs the imagery. The
imagery was extremely
strong, and I don’t think
the message and the
music were that strong.
For me, that was a letdown.
My thought process
on doing provocative stuff
that pushes the limit —
you always run the risk of
offending people, rubbing
people the wrong way. I
congratulate
Childish
Gambino and the director
for their willingness to do
it, even though I don’t absolutely agree with it. As
an artist, I respect it, but
as a deep thinker, I feel
the imagery was way
stronger than the message in the music.
How is this different
than what you would
want to put out in the
market today?
I would absolutely feel
stuff close to this; I just I
think they put more
thought into the video
than they did the lyrics.
They probably made the
music in the studio a year
and a half, two years ago,
and the video was made
now because of what’s
going on now, so that
might play into the disconnect of it.
But making music that
gets people talking, he did
a beautiful job. He got
people talking, thinking…
and I think it’s alright for
people to like it, some
people to love it and some
people to not agree with
it. I think that’s the intent
of art – everybody’s not
supposed to look at it and
see the same thing or feel

the same emotions. It’s
supposed to spark different emotions and different
thoughts
from
everybody.
How should parents
guide their children in
looking at these kinds
of images?
I think it should be
used as a learning tool for
parents and kids to have
deeper conversations and
maybe look at it two or
three times. Talk about
the imagery, talk about
the music and have a conversation. I think it does
serve an amazing purpose for that, to spark
much-needed conversation.
Did you like the dancing, how did you feel
about the shooting, how
did you feel about people
falling off the balconies,
how did you feel about
the police and the violence? There are so many
things to think about, and
you can relate it back to
history. You can talk
about the minstrel shows
and relate it to the new
dances the kids are doing
now.
Final thoughts?
I don’t want my
thoughts to diminish the
things I love, but I’m conflicted because I understand a few things.
Sometimes some things
you don’t need to see. You
don’t need to see somebody grab an AK and
shoot up people singing
gospel. That’s satire, but
you don’t need to see
that.
As an artist, I respect

his art because I get what
he was trying to say…but
someone else might not
see that – all they saw was
him grab a gun and shoot
the church up. That’s
where my conflict with it
was because perception is
everything, and how people perceive things is key.
It’s dangerous because it only takes one
wrong person to perceive
those acts of violence the
wrong way. It’s confusing
when you try to use violence.
What this was to me
was an abstract piece of
art — like a lump of clay
that somebody painted
pretty colors and it’s up to
you to decipher what it is
to you. Is it a basketball,
or is it just a lump of clay?
I don’t think it has set
the culture back. It’s
timely and on time for
what’s going on: some
people are woke, some
people are half-woke,
some people are sleepwalking. That video
speaks to everyone in
their different levels.
It speaks to the person
who is woke, who can see
everything. It speaks to
the person who’s semiconscious and can’t completely
perceive
everything and it speaks
to the person who is unconscious and completely
asleep because they’re
going to love the beat, the
music, the violence. So, it
has all the things that
make a classic.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com.
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Happenings on the Deuces!

Powerful Young Adults Incorporated
holds job fair

BY DEE USES
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG –
The I-275 underpass on
Seventh Avenue South
and Twenty-Second Street
is 90 percent complete.
On Saturday, May 26 at 8
a.m., help the Deuces Live
Main Street complete this
project.
The
gray
panels
around the murals need to
be coated over to provide
a better contrast to the
beautiful murals designed
by Zulu Painter and
Thirst. It shouldn’t take
more than a few hours
with everyone’s help to
complete the beatification
of one of the gateways of
the corridor.
This calming, artful
and colorful project was a
labor of love from the
Deuces Live Main Street
to our community. This
four-year project was also
a labor of love to the longstanding neighbors, residents and friends in the
community.
Please volunteer to
help complete this community beautification project by calling the Deuces
at (727) 4DEUCES (4338237) to sign up for a volunteer spot.
Those
volunteering Saturday,
May 26, will receive a
small gift, a ticket to the
front of the line when On
the
Beat
St.
Pete
(https://www.onthebeatstpete.com) screens the
same movie at the Royal
they screened Feb. 15.
Yeah,
that
one!
WAKANDA FOREVER!
Matinees at the Royal
continue on the second
and fourth Saturdays at

CLEARWATER —
Powerful Young Adults
Incorporated is a local
501(c) 3 organization that
provides free mentorship,
job skill training and employment opportunities
for youth ages 16-25 in
the Tampa Bay Area.
They present are
hosting their sixth annual
Career Expo & Job Fair

the Royal Theater. If you
are not around for May
26, don’t worry. One of
our new neighbors on the
corridor is having a “Welcome Neighbors” party,
and that particular movie
will be screened again
sometime in June!
Matinees at the Royal
provide a fun family time
in the neighborhood!
The Royal Theater was
one of two theaters that
African Americans were
able to attend during segregation. The Theater
opened in 1948 with a
marching corps parade;
however, movies haven’t
been consistently shown
at the venue since 1966.
The Deuces Live, Inc.,
the business association
located on the historic
22nd Street South corridor, continues its series of
“Matinees at the Royal”
this summer. The Deuces
has a motion picture licensing agreement that
allows it to show movies
in the theater legally.
Special thanks to
Kayren Lovett, Eldon Holloman
and
Freddy
Williams of the Boys and
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your resumes and contact
information. Meet with
potential employers and
get the training you need.
Business casual is required and no shorts allowed.
For
more
information, please call
(727) 441-9430 or register
w w w. p o w e r f u l y o u n gadults.org/events.

Girls Club for the use of
the historic theater. The
goal of Matinees at the
Royal is to continue to
provide activities on 22nd
Street South that encourage folks to visit the area
and patronize local businesses while visiting the
spaces on the corridor
that celebrate the community’s’ rich cultural heritage.
Matinee doors open
the second and fourth Saturday at 2 p.m., and the
movie starts at 2:22 sharp!
Of course, there’s a catch!
The type of movie license
is known as the creative
one and therefore doesn’t
allow us to state the movie
that’s showing publicly.
You can, however, find out
what the film is by joining
the Deuces Live email list.
We’re allowed to share
the movie that’s screened
on our email list and on
posters in participating
businesses on the corridor.
Are you an organizations or a non-profit interested in hosting a movie?
Call us at 727-4DEUCES!
See you on the 26th!
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for youth ages 16-25. This
session will be held Saturday, June 2 from noon 4:30 p.m. at the Clearwater Main Library, located
at 100 N. Osceola Ave.,
Clearwater.
This annual program
provides free mentors, resume writing, job training
and employment opportunities. Bring copies of
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REEVES BUILDING, PLUMBING
& ROOFING CONTRACTOR

Specializing In:
Painting • Drywall • Flooring • Plumbing • Windows
Roofing • Soffit & Fascia Cabinets • Kitchen & Bath
Garage & Porch Rehabilitation • Custom Home Remodeling
Approved Rehabilitation
Contractor for:
City of Tampa,
Hillsborough County,
City of St. Petersburg,
Pinellas County & Polk County
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*Reduced rates based on
fee assistance for St. Pete
residents. Limited free grant
scholarships available.

Over 40
Years in
Tampa
Bay
Call MICHAEL REEVES - Phone/Fax 813-238-6197
Email: reevesbuilding@verizon.net • www.ReevesBuilding.com
Licenses:

CFC025588

CCC1326860

CBC1251478

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
HOMEOWNERS Deannie K’s Beauty Salon B. Brinson Insurance Agency
INSURANCE

Cancelled or Non-Renewed??

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

Beauty is more
than skin deep.
Call TODAY for an appointment

Phone: 727-894-1734
2500 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

$20.00 Basic Shampoo/Set
Silk Press starting at $50
Specializing in Healthy Hair
1834 49th St. S, Gulfport • 727-328-2623

Auto, Life, Health and Home Owners
brinsoninsagy@yahoo.com
Bennie Brinson
1830 49th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Tel: 727-328-9878
Cell: 727-215-3048
Fax: 727-328-9545

Experienced certified caregiver
will take excellent care of
your sick/elderly loved ones.
All genders welcome.
Over 20 years experience.
Will do live in.
Please call (754) 207 9822
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COMMUNITY NEWS
The Revolution Will
Not Be Pathologized!
Community conversations around healing

By Kayla Nembhard, MA, LMHC

Don’t leave your kids home alone for the summer!
Preschool and School-Age Camp is available at
Mt. Zion Children’s center, offering licensed,
age appropriate learning! Join us this summer
vfor fun, friendships, and exploration.

In the spirit of Mother’s Day…
Let us truly appreciate our mothers, caregivers and queens, overall,
who hold deep spaces in our lives by
reflecting on and ultimately confronting one of the major elephants in
the room, or our community— the
stark disparities as it relates to maternal mortality and its profound impact
on black mothers and mothers of
color.
In February of this year, I attended
the Healthy Start Coalition of Pinellas’
Community Café, where data was
given on how service providers and
community organizations are doing to
address the apparent disparities that
exist in most, if not all, of the data
points presented.
I noticed how many of the suggestions made around how to address
these disparities had a common
thread. Whatever the suggestion,
there was an underlying assumption
that it is something these mothers
must be doing (or not doing) that is
jeopardizing their maternal health.
Maybe these moms could take their
healthcare more seriously; perhaps
they could be more educated around
contraception options and “planned”
parenthood; and so on.
Another clear theme was ever
present—no explicit analysis of the
roots of this matter. The report was
not only unclear but virtually nonexistent. The “preponderance of evidence”
was in our faces as we reviewed each
and every statistic on the PowerPoint
presentation, but no one really put a
name to it.
We all gathered together at what
was ultimately a pretty significant and
even eye-opening event for most to
brainstorm solutions to be put to the
test over the years to come, yet no one
named or called out the huge elephant
that was glaring at us throughout the
entire convening. Why not?
To paraphrase our most recent
“speaker who inspires,” Dr. Gail
Christopher, said data and statistics
about certain communities of people
could be dangerous. One runs the risk
of perpetuating harmful “single stories” or false narratives when such information is not provided within
context.
For example, when sharing how
sporadically pregnant black women
may visit their doctors, we may also
want to share the American history
that has made black women and many
others mistrustful of the healthcare
system.
We may also want to consider and
believe the frequent narratives shared
by black mothers and mothers of color
in which they are disrespected, dismissed, and even “gaslit” (causing
women to doubt and question their
own reality) by professionals that are
supposed to keep them and their babies alive (literally) and well.
Once again, in the spirit of celebrating and valuing our mothers and
women in our community, let us ask
ourselves why we have such a hard
time naming “it” and also consider the
following:
Black women are reportedly four
times more likely to die during pregnancy and childbirth in the same communities in which such rates of their
white counterparts are virtually nonexistent.

Black mothers are also twice as
likely to experience their child’s death
before their child reaches his or her
first birthday. These rates are similar
for Native and Latinx/Hispanic
women.
Even black women from middleclass backgrounds experience similar
rates of complications and death during pregnancy and birth. That is, despite attaining social currency such as
higher education, economic and housing stability, and even having a village
surrounding them (emotional and social support), black women are still
dying in the process of creating new
life.
Dr. Shalon Irving, a black epidemiologist who worked with the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention
specifically studying and addressing
this phenomenon, could not even escape such a fate despite her accomplishments and status; she passed
away due to birth complications just a
few weeks after giving birth to her
daughter.
So much for our perpetual tendency to ignore the roots of our issues
and instead focus on the symptoms
(i.e., poverty, substance abuse, domestic violence, etc.).
During her 2016 Ted Talk, doula,
journalist and activist, Miriam Zoila
Perez, examined how “racism is making people sick, especially black
women and babies.” That is correct.
The constant stress of a woman
merely existing while black is a prevalent kind of “toxic stress” that very few
even want to acknowledge, much less
name.
As a result, black mothers and
mothers of color are dying. And, so
are their babies. These issues are evident even in our local data. So, what
gives?
Naming “it” makes it real. How do
we fix a problem that continues to remain unaddressed, invisible and therefore nonexistent to most who claim a
strong desire to right the community’s
wrongs? How do we get to a place in
which we are able to acknowledge this
root, this elephant, and collectively say
its name?
Kayla Nembhard is a licensed psychotherapist, budding writer and community warrior. Her mission is to use
words and narratives or stories through
therapeutic practice and simple everyday
conversation to remind people of their inherent magic and power to transform not
only their individual lives but their communities as well. To contact Nembhard,
email knembhar@mail.usf.edu
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Campaign for Living Wages
HUNT, from front page

He’d gone to Orlando’s Full Sail University and worked in
hospitality in the area. But
when he was offered a
community organizer position with the Florida
Consumer Action Network (FCAN), his new
path was established.
“I felt, like a lot of people, that there are problems in the world and I
didn’t know what I could
do to address those problems. Then I saw what
people were doing in
Egypt, and then Hosni
Mubarak stepping down
— I felt more convinced
that movements and people power could actually
bring about real change.”
With FCAN, Hunt
began organizing voters
and activist leaders across
the country around a progressive platform, activating people around the
National Republican Convention and getting them
politically activated in the
presidential campaign between Barack Obama and
Mitt Romney.
Alongside his professional work with FCAN
and Fight for 15’s campaign to raise the minimum
wage,
Hunt
engaged in his own movement building with organizations including Tampa
for Justice and Awake
Pinellas.
“Basically, what drives
me is the idea that I can
improve
the
world.
There’s a lot of things that
we want to see happen:
universal healthcare, free
college, things like that.”
Currently, as a com-

munity and political organizer with the National
Fast
Food
Workers
Union, the organization
behind Fight for 15
Florida, he is organizing a
bus rally from St. Pete to
Tallahassee on June 11 for
the Poor People’s Campaign for Living Wages.
“The Fight for 15 has
partnered with the Poor
People’s campaign to do
40 Days of Action, following the model championed and pioneered by
Dr. Rev. William Barber’s
Moral Monday movement
in North Carolina,” Hunt
explained.
On June 11, buses will
leave from Pinellas at 5
a.m. from Allendale
Methodist Church, 3803
N Haines Rd., St Petersburg.
“Over the course of
these 40 days, on the
Mondays we’ll be activating thousands of people
all over the nation at state
capitals, specifically focusing on the narrative that
poverty in America is
something that’s been orchestrated through systems of systemic racism
and militarism — and that
if we’re going to really
fight and end poverty it
will involve taking down
those pillars that keep
poverty in place.”
A native of St. Pete, his
own experiences growing
up as a child of recent immigrants were complex.
He was fortunate enough
to live in a well-resourced
neighborhood.
His
Ghanaian grandmother
instilled in him that he
was capable of anything.
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He took that mindset and
excelled in school.
It was jarring, however, to see the different
attitude of young, AfricanAmerican students compared to himself. Hunt
recalled going to school
and being “looked down
on” by black kids for getting good grades and participating in class.
“I didn’t see myself the
way they did. They would
say I would be ‘acting
white’ because I didn’t see
myself as any lower than
the white kids in the class
and I figured that I went
to school to participate, so
I participated.”
He experienced the
confusion often felt by
children caught in the
webs of race and class.
“You don’t know what
to think because you’re
black and you associate
with being black, and you
want to achieve but you’re
being told by your peers
that succeeding is not
something that black people do. It was a really odd
narrative that didn’t make
sense.”
Hunt channeled his
experiences into his politics, and they have fueled
his beliefs.
“If you fully fund public schools and make
them revolutionary, instead of sending some
kids to private schools because they have better
techniques — if we incorporate those private
school
techniques
through a sentiment that
democratizes resources,
providing access for
everybody regardless of

W
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their background, it will
improve the condition in
the mindset of all people.”
Hunt said he believes
that St. Pete, in a lot of
ways, is poised for that
level of progress. He
doesn’t think things are as
bad as they used to be but
believes movements must
continue to be built to
change the current dynamic and trend.
“Humans are the
greatest resources that

C

we, the working class,
have.”
In 10 years, the 35year-old activist would
like to have put in enough
work to see St. Pete as a
community that has progressed and is full of diversity. His children
would be able to grow up
having the values of solidarity and community and
feeling safe and secure in
their home.
“I would be part of a

H A L L E N G E R

.

community being an example to the world and to
others of how things
could be better,” he finished.
For more information,
log on to poorpeoplescampaign.org, and to join the
bus ride to Tallahassee,
call Hunt at (727) 6435435.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com.
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At Suncoast Hospice, your loved one is our priority. For more than 40 years, we have provided compassionate lifeFKDQJLQJFDUHWRSDWLHQWVDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV2XUQRQSURÀWFRPPXQLW\EDVHGKRVSLFHLVWKHRQO\3LQHOODV&RXQW\KRVSLFH
• With freestanding specialized care centers providing continuous medical care if your loved one has uncontrolled
pain and symptoms – improving their quality of life and your peace of mind.
• :KHUHH[SHUWVWDIIDUHVXSSRUWHGE\QHDUO\FRPPXQLW\YROXQWHHUVKHOSLQJXVSURYLGHWKHEHVWSRVVLEOHFDUH
for your loved one.
• :LWKDORFDOIRXQGDWLRQWKDWVXSSRUWVVHUYLFHVDQGFDUHQRWSDLGIRUE\LQVXUDQFH7KLVPHDQV\RXUGRQDWLRQVDQG
support of our hospice stay in your community.
• 7KDW·VSDUWRIWKHODUJHU(PSDWK+HDOWKQHWZRUNLQFOXGLQJSDOOLDWLYHFDUHKRPHKHDOWKHOGHUFDUHDGYDQFHFDUH
planning and more – offering complete support for your loved one.

We’re not just hospice, we’re Suncoast Hospice.

SUNCOAST

a member of

HOSPICE

(727) 467-7423 | SuncoastHospice.org
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MIM rite of passage celebration
MEN, from front page

Poynter Institute. When
he heard of MIM, he made
sure he signed up.
“I come from a very
loving family but I have a
father who has a brain injury and he really did not
know how to teach me
how to be a man and the
responsibilities that came
with that,” explained
Washington, adding that
he knew he would get the
instruction he needed
through MIM.
Sixteen-year-old Morris McCray signed up for
the program for a totally
different reason — he
wanted a break from his
mother on the weekends.
Like Washington, he attended the Write Field
Program and matriculated
into MIM.
“I just love the work
that they are doing and all
the work that they have
put into us,” said McCray.
Former Tampa Bay
Buccaneer Head Coach
Tony Dungy took time out
of his busy schedule to
congratulate the young
men and say a few words.
“On this occasion and
to see these young men in

the making does my heart
good,” he expressed.
Dungy became the first
African-American head
coach to win the Super
Bowl when he led the Indianapolis Colts to victory in
2007. He established another NFL first by leading
his team to the playoffs for
10 consecutive years.
Known for bringing the
Buccaneer franchise back
from the dead, he’s also
recognized for his work
with a wide variety of charitable organizations, including the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Athletics in Action, Mentors for
Life, Big Brothers Big Sisters, Boys & Girls Club,
the Prison Crusade Ministry and All Pro Dad.
His first meeting with
the players as a head
coach, he told them their
goal was to win a Super
Bowl Championship, but if
that were all they did, it
wouldn’t be very meaningful.
“We needed to make
the Tampa area a better
place to live. They needed
to get involved in the community; they needed to

ABC Action News journalist
Jasmine Styles played the role of
Mistress of Ceremony.

give back, reach out to
other people,” he said. “I
was blessed because we
had so many young men
who took it to heart and
gave back and made
Tampa a better place to
live.”
Last Friday night, however, Dungy was not there
talk about himself. He
came to impart a little wisdom to the MIM. He had
three pieces of advice for
the young men that have
served him well in life.
The first came from his father who said: “Be a
leader, not a follower.”
Dungy said his father’s
advice did not mean you
couldn’t follow anyone because we all have to follow
someone, especially the
Word of God, he said. He
was warning them about
not following the crowd.
“The crowd can go in a
lot of directions; the crowd
can change,” he explained.
“Do what God puts in your
heart to do, and if the
crowd is not with that, be a
leader and pretty soon the
crowd will be following
you.”
The second piece of ad-

Pinellas County School
Superintendent Michael Grego
encouraged the young men
to value and own their education.
“It’s the one thing that you
will always be able to take
no matter where you go.”

vice came from his
mother. Her favorite verse
in the bible was Mark 8:36,
which asks: What good is
it for someone to gain the
whole world, yet forfeit
their soul?
He stressed that God
would give them passion
and talent, “but don’t let
anyone compromise your
integrity.”
The third piece of advice was taken from
Proverbs 3: 1-12. In the
odd verses, King Solomon
gives advice, and the even
verses he explains the
promises that God will
keep if the advice is followed.
Store God’s commands
in your heart, never let loyalty and kindness leave
you, trust in the Lord with
all your heart and don’t depend on your understanding; don’t be impressed by
your own wisdom, honor
the Lord with your wealth
and accept His discipline.
In doing so, God promises you’ll enjoy a long and
satisfying life; have favor
with Him and man, enjoy a
good reputation, receive
direction from God, have

material blessings and
have a disciplined life as
one who God loves.
“Who wouldn’t want
that,” Dungy asked. “God
bless all of you young
men. I’m proud of you.”
A host of community
leaders took turns at the
microphone advising the
young men to stay on the
right path.
“You can knock your
head up against the wall
and keep listening to your
friends, but your parents,
mentors and elders only
want the best for you,”
stated St. Petersburg College President Dr. Tonjua
Williams.
Melissa Seixas from
Duke Energy warned the
youth that if they are
shown love than they need
to embrace, but if they are
shown the opposite, they
must have “the strength to
walk away.”
Program certificates
and awards were distributed, and Rev. Clarence
Williams, chairman of
Cross & Anvil, thanked
sponsors, community partners and the parents for
entrusting MIM with the

MIM charter member
and Pinellas County Schools
Police Chief Luke Williams

care of their children.
2018 Awardees
Most Improved Academic Performance:
Martin Reid
Academic
Excellence:
Eric Washington
Josh Hughes
Jeremiah Furse
Arabian Robinson
Godfrey Gato
Community Ser vice
Award:
Daniel Sanders
Hooded Awards:
Morris McCray
Daniel Sanders
Martin Reid
David Gato
Eric Washington
Youth of the Year:
Eric Washington
Erica Riggins Community Ser vice Award
Dr. Tonjua Williams
Reverend
Clarence
Williams
Sergeant
Matthew
Furse
President’s Award
Coach Tony Dungy
To donate to the MIM
program, log on to
crossandanvil.org/donate/.

“I see police chiefs; I see mayors
and I see city councilmembers,”
said Police Chief Anthony
Holloway. “When people say they
are worried about us, I tell them
to come into this room.”
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
NAACP, Miles Davis, and Tyron Lewis on view in
‘Can I Get a Witness: Photographs by Herb Snitzer’ at the MFA
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
After 61 years photographing political change,
urban life and the AfricanAmerican journey, internationally
acclaimed
photographer
Herb
Snitzer has finally received a show focusing on
his social activism in the
Museum of Fine Arts’
“Can I Get a Witness:
Photographs by Herb
Snitzer.”
While the exhibition
also offers some of
Snitzer’s iconic photos of
musical geniuses Miles
Davis, Nina Simone and
Louis Armstrong, it
largely documents his devotion to justice work.
One such photo reveals his early interest in
the NAACP in New York
City, foreshadowing his
work with the St. Petersburg NAACP decades
later — a commitment
that led to his receiving a
lifetime
achievement
award from the organization in 2005.
Other photographs
document the 1997 City
Hall demonstrations that
followed the death of 18year-old TyRon Lewis at
the hands of a white police officer; another set
captures the St. Pete
Pride Parade.
All offer a view into
Snitzer’s life-long dedication to revealing the social
unrest and political intricacies of America’s – and
St. Pete’s — ever-changing cultural landscape.
Born in Philadelphia
in 1932, he graduated
from the Philadelphia College of Art and moved to
New York City in 1957.
“The late 50s, early
60s living in New York, I
engaged in civil protest
and work in the black
community; it was quite a
time and we were all
young,” Snitzer reminisced during our recent
interview.
Snitzer’s photography
landed him jobs in LIFE,
TIME, LOOK, the Saturday Evening Post, Fortune, The New York
Times, and The London
Sunday Times, among

others. When he became
Photography/ Associate
Editor of Metronone, a
leading jazz journal, he
met and became friends
with many of the artists
whose images he would
later photograph, with his
photos appearing on over
250 CD and album record
covers.
Coltrane,
Lester
Young, the Divine Sarah
Vaughan, Carmen McCrea, Woody Herman,
and Abbie Lincoln are just
a few of the names among
the impressive list of musical greats appearing in
Snitzer’s archives. His
book, “Glorious Days and
Nights” recounts his five
decades of work in the
jazz field.
Eventually, a desire to
“get out of the cold” and
the ease of traveling to
family scattered across
the country from Tampa’s
airport landed him in St.
Pete in the early 90s.
“When I came to St Petersburg almost 25 years
ago now the communities
were totally separate. The
black community and the
white community were
like
two
different
worlds…and for a little
white guy going into the
middle of this it was an
eye-opener.”
Snitzer recalled that
the city had “a white police chief who made so
many mistakes when it
came to the black community,” and an active
NAACP headed by Darryl
Rousson.
“I served with him for
five years and then he
went on to become a state
senator, and he’s doing a
terrific job,” acknowledged the award-winning
photojournalist, his voice
tinged with fatherly pride.
Another image in the
exhibit is of noted American historian John Hope
Franklin, whose 1947
book “Slavery to Freedom, a History of Negro
Americans” is still the
longest-running, continuously updated book on
the African American
journey, from the continent to contemporary
times.
Alongside Snitzer’s
photograph is a handwrit-

ten letter from Franklin to
the photographer.
“During Black History
Month, John would come
to St. Pete and just have a
month of relaxation. Any
of the other black personalities of that time would
set up speaking engagements because it was a
way to make a lot of
money, for a number of
well-known African Americans. But John just felt
that it was not the right
thing to do — so he never
engaged the white community during Black History Month.”
Snitzer heard Dr.
Franklin was in St. Pete
and asked a mutual friend
to introduce them. “I said
to her ‘just tell Dr.
Franklin that I’d like to
meet him and photograph
him; he’ll probably say no,
but if you could do that it
would be great.’”
He met Dr. Franklin,
did the session and out of
it came a friendship.
“We would have dinner together when he was
in town; he would come
every February. I just got
to know him and love
him, and just felt just
being in his presence was
enough for me. And I
stayed in touch with him
until he died.”
The photographer also
shared a bit of backstory
on his famous photos of
Miles Davis and Nina Simone.
“We were at the Newport Jazz Festival and
Miles had just finished
performing and he was
standing in the doorway
of his trailer, being asked
questions by another photographer by the name of
Herman Leonard. And as
he was answering the
questions, he got this look
on his face — and I just
saw that, and I just started
snapping away, and that’s
what produced that photograph. Miles was a very
difficult man; that was just
him, part and parcel. But,
he did me well with that
photograph,”
Snitzer
mused.
“Nina and I were
friends for about 35 years;
and what was going on in
that photograph was that
I was doing a record cover

for Colpix records called
“The Amazing Nina Simone” which was her first
breakthrough album. We
were just having a lot of
fun — we were the same
age, we just sort of took to
each other, and we were
clowning around. And it
was a different Nina.”
Snitzer admitted that
the Simone of later years
– such as the version depicted in the 2015 documentary
“What
Happened, Miss Simone?”
— was a different woman.
“She lived a very difficult
life at the end of her life.
But talk about talent —
that lady had some talent.”
Another photo captures a pre-elected Barack
Obama at Gibbs High
School in 1998: “I didn’t
know very much about
him other than what other
millions of people knew
about him, that he was a
wonderful young man
who made a major contribution to America,” he
said, revealing that he was
really
interested
in
Michelle Obama.
“Can I Get a Witness:
Photographs by Herb
Snitzer” is at the MFA
until August 5.
The Museum of Fine
Art (MFA) is located at
255 Beach Drive N.E.
Hours: Monday-Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday,
10 a.m. – 5 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Sunday, noon-5 p.m.
For more information,
please call 727.896.2667
or visit mfastpete.org.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com.
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

First Baptist Institutional Church

(727) 894-4311
Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

(727) 327-8708

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

SERVICES
Sunday School: 8:30 a.m.

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

Sunday Worship Service: 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com
The Rev. Josie Rose, Priest-in-Charge

Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m. every Sunday
(Full breakfast served after service, $6.00)
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays

Victory Christian Center Church

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

1601 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL 33707
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
Pastor Michael T. and
10:30 a.m.
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

Speak to My Heart Holy Spirit
Realizing the importance of the words I
As I humbly come to You O LORD, I ask
that You speak to my heart and guide me to choose to deliver, through the pen or by the
be Your vessel to bring Your children to You. spoken word that is written, is an awesome
and yet humbling responsibility.
It is humbling to be used by You and to
Sharing the gospel of JESUS CHRIST is
keep my mind stayed on Your Will and Your
my joy, my duty, my purpose, my strength, my
Purpose for my life.
peace and my goal.
As I walk by faith, lead by Your Holy Spirit,
Operating in GOD’s Holy Spirit for the salit is so important for me to be faithful and obevation of others, blesses my soul and keeps
dient.
me with a sincere desire to hear all that GOD
Psalm 46:10 tells me to “Be still and know wants to speak into my heart.
that I am GOD.” It is in that stillness that GOD
My prayer is for GOD to bless me with
speaks to my heart.
wisdom to do His will and to clothe me with
My prayer is for clarity and direction to do humility.
GOD’s Will.
GOD has shown me His love in so many
Writing for me is a gift that allows me to ways and it is my heart’s desire to serve Him
creatively express what GOD puts in my and be obedient to His Will.
heart. When I think about HIS goodness and
Thank You LORD for using me as Your
mercy I know that His plan for me is designed
vessel and gently speaking to my heart.
for His Glory.
I thank the LORD for blessing me with
such a divine opportunity to serve Him.

AMEN
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EXPERIENCES
Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark MBC
Let not your heart be
troubled: ye believe in God,
believe also in me. John 14:1
St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor,
Rev. Brian K. Brown, and
congregation thank God for
his continual mercy, grace
and abundant blessings. We
strive to give God our utmost
praise for the awesome gift of
His Son, Jesus Christ and extend to our community an invitation to share in our praise
as we pursue our mission of
Creating a Bible-Based
Haven of Hope, Help, and
Healing.
Pastor Brown has presented one-word message titles over the last several
weeks
and
continued
Mother’s Day with “Grateful”. The scripture was from
Proverbs 31:10-31. The message began with the statement “Mother, Here’s Why I
am Grateful.” The message
celebrated mothers and all
that they do for their children
with the following points: I
am grateful… (1) for the
Home you provided; (2) for
Hustle you practiced; (3) for
the Help you performed and

(4) for the Hope you parted.
We pray that you not only celebrated your mother on
Mother’s Day but every day.
To get the full depth of each
Sunday’s message we invite
you to join us on Sundays at
10:45 a.m.
Many, many thanks to
the Brotherhood of St. Mark
who treated the women to a
‘paradise themed’ luncheon
on Saturday complete with
leis. The women were escorted to their tablets and
waited on better than dining
at a five-star restaurant. They
didn’t need to do anything
but sit and enjoy! The men
continued to shower the
women with appreciation on
Sunday with special music
selections, a poem and flowers for each woman. Again,
Thank You Brotherhood!!
As we continue in the
month of May, we look forward to celebrating new
members, who have completed Orientation on May 20
by bestowing the Right Hand
of Fellowship on them. The
Pizza Ministry will conclude
this year’s fun and pizza in
Childs Park on May 21. We

Pastor’s Corner
our members and neighbors
in the Childs Park to drop in
for the fun, the word and
pizza. Finally, this month’s
bowling challenge continues
Saturday, May 26 @ 4pm
where teams from Mt. Pilgrim and Mt. Calvary are
scheduled to attempt to unseat St. Mark as the winners
of last month games. Come
out and join us whether
you’re bowling or just cheering.
Weekly Events:
Sunday School - Sundays
@9:30 a.m.
Worship Service - Sundays @10:45 a.m.
Young Adult Ministry
(YAMS) - Sundays @9:30
a.m.
Mime/Praise Dance Rehearsal - Sundays from 2:00 4:00 p.m.
N.I.K.E. Tutoring Program - Mondays and
Wednesdays from 5:00 – 6:30
p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study - Wednesdays
@9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and
Bible Study - Wednesdays @
7:00 p.m.

Friendship MBC
Consider this your Official
Boarding Pass. Where, Dr.
John A. Evans, Sr., Pastor/Captain and First Lady Teresa L.
Evans (have a heart for the people), the Official Family and
Members welcome you aboard
the SS Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church (The Ship), we
trust that your time with us, first
as an honored visitor/guest and
if the Lord says so, become a
part of our Church Family. We
set sail every Wednesday starting our with our Bread of Life
Ministry at 11:00 am, followed
by Wednesday in the Word (the
Learning Arm of our church) at
12:00 noon and again at 7:00 pm.
We drop our Anchor until Sundays, where we set sail again
with our Early Morning Worship Service at 7:45 am, Church
Sunday School (the Teaching
Arm of our faith) begins at 9:30
pm and finally our Mid Morning
Worship Service at 10:45 am. All
are Welcomed to use this Boarding Pass to experience the “It;s
just nice to be nice” church.
Don't sit out church, God has
Blessed us to much, we owe
Him at least a Thank You.
“The Ship” won't sail
without You! For additional
information on any of the announcements, please contact us
by the following methods:
Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, 3300 31st Street South,
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712 Church Office: (727) 906-8300 E-Mail: fmbc3300@verizon.net
- NOW “Live Streaming”: Visit
us – Website: www.fmbctheship.net - Facebook - Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
and WCBDA Website: www.expericencethecoast.com

Transporttion is available Call the Church at (727) 9068300 – Monday – Friday from
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM.
Heading Towards Our 90th
Year By Faith At The Ship
CHURCH SCHEDULED
EVENTS: The 90th Church Anniversary Planning Committee
Meeting, every Monday at 7:00
pm. ALL January (Reuben),
February (Simeon)Tribe members or any interested church
member and ALL Ushers Ministries members are encouraged
to attend these meetings, thank
you, Brother Bobby Robinson
and Sister Claretha Tyson,
Chairpersons.
The Adult Mass Choir is
cordially Inviting all past, interested members and young
adults of the Ship to be a part of
the Choir that is focused on Glorifying God through Song. Rehearsal is every Thursday, at
7:00 pm. Bro. Eland Wilson,
Minister of Music.
Show your love and support
for our very own Sis. Diane
Hughes, she's back on the Radio
and this time she is LIVE on 99.1
FM, from 9 am until 12:00 pm.
Sunday, May 20, 2018, both
Worship Services – The Health
and Wellness Ministry Blood
Pressure Testing each Third
Sunday. Make sure you have
your Blood Pressure checked
this coming Sunday, Dea.
Wayne Tate, Ministry Leader.
Saturday, May 26, 2018, the
90th Church Anniversary Committee is Hosting a 90th Family
Fun Day Celebration on Campus. Further details are forthcoming,
Brother
Bobby
Robinson and Sister Claretha
Tyson are your Chairpersons.

Saturday, June 17, 2018 –
Father's Day Dinner for the Fathers, Secondary Fathers, and
All
extended
fathers:
Grand/Great Fathers, Godfathers, Uncles, Nephews,
Cousins and Guardians of “The
Ship,” Must start to Register beginning this Sunday (Atrium).
The Women's Ministry, Sis.
Cynthia Pierce, Ministry Leader
are Hosting this Annual Expression of Love for the Men of
Friendship.
National Baptist Convention, USA, Incorporated – Congress of Christian Education
Annual Session, June 18-22, to
be held in Oklahoma City, OK.
West Coast News: West
Coast District Association, Congress of Christian Education Annual Session, Theme: Timothy
2:15... “Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman
that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of
truth.”. Time to make your
Hotel Registration: Holiday Inn
Express Orlando, 5605 Major
Boulevard, Orlando, Florida
32819, (407) 363-1333. Guest
Room Commitment: West
Coast Baptist Association= 1
King Bed / 2 Double Beds,
$101.00 and add the state and
local taxes currently 12.5% in effect of the time of check in.
Check In time is 4:00 pm and
Check Out time is 11:00 am.
Delegates will call the hotel directly to book rooms. This hotel
is approximately 7 miles from
the Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist
Inatitutional Church, Dr. Robert
M. Spooney, Pastor / West
Coast Congress President, 535
W. Washington Street, Orlando,
Florida – (407) 423-0023.

BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
Unity Temple of Truth Church

Creating through Visualization
“Create in me a clean heart, O God; and
renew a right spirit within me.” Psalm 51:10
God deals in visualization, creating mental images before manifestation. Visualization
is a major aspect of how God creates. God
sees it before it becomes to pass. God paints
mental pictures. God did not just tell Abraham that he would be a father of many nations. God gave Abraham a visual. God told
him that his seed would be as the sand of the
sea and as the stars of the sky (Genesis
22:17). Abraham knew that he could not
count either one; therefore, he had a mental
picture that he would have more children
than he was able to count.
Jesus followed the Father’s example and
used mental pictures when he taught. That’s
why he taught in parables so that people we
able to “see what He was saying.” He prophesied his own death to the disciples by giving

them the image of the ear of corn that goes
in the ground and multiplies (John 12:24).
In order for us to effectively create the
life that we desire, we must see it first. We
cannot have what we cannot see. We must
create a picture of what we desire to bring
into expression. As co-creators with God, we
must ask ourselves the question, “What does
it look like?” There is great value in taking a
mental snapshot of our desired outcome.
Creating a Vision Board with words, colors, pictures and images is also a helpful tool
in bringing the good desires of hearts into
fruition. Placing the Vision Board in an area
of our homes or offices that we frequent and
looking at it every day empowers us to hold
in our minds what we desire to manifest and
keeps energy around the Divine Ideas we are
visualizing. What are you creating through visualization?

Faith Memorial MBC
Faith Memorial MBC will honor it’s graduates on Sunday,
May 20 at 10:45am. The Honorable Judge Ramona Franklin will
deliver the message to the graduates. Judge Franklin’s roots
are in Faith Memorial MBC and she is the daughter of Mr. &
Mrs. Villa Don Franklin. She is currently seated in 338th Criminal District Court Judge in Harris County, TX where she ensures “Blindfold Justice,” for everyone in her courtroom
regardless of a persons gender, race, sexual orientation, religion
or socio economic background. She is also the Democratic Judicial Candidate for the Court of Criminal Appeals, Place 7.

The Elizabeth Howard Scholarship Banquet
Theme: “Faithfully Seeking Success” Proverbs 16:3
Saturday May 26, 2018, 6:00 pm
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church Fellowship Hall
Your patronage of this annual event assists
in providing scholarships to our graduates.
Tickets:
Adults $30.00 • Teens $20.00 (13-17 yrs.) • Children $15.00 (9-12 yrs.)
Table of 8: $240.00
Tickets are Available
Speaker - LaQuan Mitchell
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Off to Korea
BENNETT, from front page

her finding an online
teaching tool for learning
the Korean alphabet. She
started by just learning
the characters, which was
hard at first, but she got
the hang of it and continued to progress.
“The website really laid
down the foundations of
the language itself, so I
wrote down the characters
and continued to practice
writing them.”
Kazana’s father, Rodney Bennett, while obviously proud, was clear to
give his daughter all the
credit for following her desire to experience Korea
up close and personal.
“She’s
a
typical
teenager, but she had a
passion — and like anything — if you have a passion, you’ll get into and
you’ll do it,” her dad asserted.
His attitude inspired
her to follow her plan. Dad
told her if she wanted to
make it happen, she’d
have to put together a plan
and he’d sit back and
watch and then make determinations from there.
Bennett was impressed
by how far she had proceeded on her own.
“She had already
started learning on her
own, but it really didn’t
take root until we found a
class. Once I found the

class, and they tested her,
that’s when I comprehended how much she understood — and that was
all self-taught! It was amazing,” he said, adding that
Kazana went to the intermediate level and has
grown since then.
The budding world
traveler still takes a language class at the Korean
Presbyterian Church.
“In my level now, we do
a lot of speaking and conversing. All of my teachers
are born and raised in
Korea,” shared Kazana –
who is also a fan of the cuisine and has the opportunity to prepare and eat
Korean dishes at every
class.
Another plus of her
studies has been getting
early insight into the culture. For instance, things
that are very different in
Korea than in America,
she relayed, are that you
have to take your shoes off
before you walk into someone else’s home, and when
you’re meeting someone
older or if they are your
boss or teacher, you have
to bow at a 90-degree
angle.
Both are a sign of respect, explained the 16year-old scholar, who said
she sometimes finds her
Korean cultural training
melding into her everyday

life.
“It comes naturally,
and I’m so used to doing
the bowing thing in class
that sometimes I have to
catch myself to not bow in
other places because it
will look weird.”
Like any concerned
parent, her father had
some conditions regarding school that Kazana
had to meet, and when
she met all of them, his attitude was: “If this is what
you want to do, let’s make
it happen.”
He established a funding campaign and shared
it on social media. When
she got the grant from
Youth for Understanding,
they knew her dream was
on its way to becoming a
reality.
While Kazana is not
entirely fluent in the language, she doesn’t seem
worried.
“I’m not fluent yet, but
I can pick up some things,”
she asserted. She will not
know whether the family
she stays with will speak
English until her orientation this summer.
Youth for Understanding USA is a non-profit educational organization that
functions in more than 60
different countries. It’s
one of the oldest and
largest international exchange programs, boast-

ing involvement by over
250,000 students and host
families since it started in
the U.S. in 1951. The program
was
originally
started as an effort to heal
the wounds of World War
II.
Two Korean friends advised Kazana on what to
pack and recommended a
must-see attraction.
“They said to pack for
warm weather because it’s

going to be very humid
during the summer. They
also said to go to the
amusement park called
Lotte World, which is similar to Disney World, but
it’s the Korean version.”
Kazana
encourages
other young people to create opportunities to get out
and see the world, advising that traveling will
broaden their perspective
and help build character.

The savvy 10th grader
has a goal for her stay. “Ultimately, I want to be able
to have a very, very long
conversation without having any hiccups in Korean.
And I also want to say that
I visited a lot of places.”
Congratulations
Kazana, and take lots of
photos!
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com

CONNECT WITH US!
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Q̼ Ɩ ƏĒ ůǼ ̴ĒȤȤĒǚ ȹ
tƖĒ ùǚ Q̼ ÔǴĒùůȤ ̵ Ǽ̼ĒůƖ ǴǼȤŤĒőƨ 9 Ô ƏĒ Ȥƨ Q ŤĒǴ ŤĒ̴ǴƨƅĒȤ Ȥƨ ǼĒĒ IĒƖ
Ɩù ǉĒǴǼůǼȤĒƖȤǚ 6Ē ÔƅƨǼ ȤŤĒ ƅƨ̵ Ľ͇͇ǯǼ ºɂȤ QǴǚ tƖĒ ù ̵ Ǽ ǉ ȤůĒƖȤò
ùĒ ƅ Ɩù ǉǴƨƏůǼĒù ƏĒ ȤŤ
ǉ ̼ƏĒƖȤǼ ƨƖ ȤůƏĒ 9 ÔƨɂĒù
Ȥ ůĴ 9 ǉ ůù Ə̼
ǉǴƨƏůǼĒù ůƖ ƹ ̼Ǵ ƖƨȤ ƨƖƅ̼ƅùùůùǴĒĴůƖ ƖÔĒ ĴƨǴ ƅƨ̵ĒǴ ůƖȤĒǴĒǼȤ Ǵ ȤĒ ůƖ ƹ ̼Ǵǚ Ǽ
9
ŤůÔƅĒ ºɂȤ 9 ƅǼƨ ̵ Ǽ ºƅĒ Ȥƨ őĒȤ ƅƨ̵ĒǴ ůƖȤĒǴĒǼȤ Ǵ ȤĒ 9 őƨȤ ƖĒ̵ĒǴ ̴Ēũ
ÔƨũǼůőƖ ĴƨǴ Ə̼ ù ɂőŤ
Ě ƨĴ Ə̼ ůƏƏĒùů ȤĒ Ĵ
Ǵ ȤŤĒ ƖĒ̺Ȥ ̼Ē Ǵ
ƏĒƏºĒǴǼ ̵Ē ƅǼƨ ºƅĒȤĒǴǚȤƨ Z̴Ē
ĴǴƨƏ Q ŤĒǴ ŤĒ̴ǴƨƅĒȤ Əůƅ̼
ǉɂǴÔŤ ǼĒ ̴ĒŤůÔƅĒ
ùɂĒ
̼Ē Ǵ 9 ̵ Ǽ ºƅĒ Ȥƨ ǉɂǴÔŤ ǼĒȤƨ QǴǚ tƖĒ ùǱǼ ǉĒǴǼůǼȤĒƖȤ Ɩù Ť Ǵù ̵ƨǴƂǚyŤůǼǼ
ůƖȤĒǴĒǼȤ Ǵ ȤĒ 9Ǳ̴Ē Ē̴ĒǴ Ť ùǚ yŤƏ̼ ĴůǴǼȤ ºǴ Ɩù ƖĒ̵ ̴ĒŤůÔƅĒ ̵ůȤŤ ȤŤĒ ƅƨ̵ĒǼȤ
ƖƂ ̼ƨɂ IĒƖ tƖĒ ù Ɩù Q ŤĒǴ
ŤĒ̴ǴƨƅĒȤı
ǐ ̤źʍʍźř S¨ǋźɛ ǋź̤ɛȑ
Ǭźʍ ʩɤʍȑǷźɛ
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ȹ͇͇Ȫ6T9KTyp0KtǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹòƛĚĽ
ȹ͇͇ȹ6pZKyyp9KKp ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹòƛƛĚ
ȹ͇͇Ȫ/Zp/ZtȪũ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȪòȋȋȋ
ȹ͇͇ȹ9IKtpK9Q9y ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȪòƛƛň
ȹ͇ƹ͇6T9KTypyZp9T0t ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćňòȹňȂ
ȹ͇͇Ȫ6pZKytypZt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćňòĽ͇͇
ȹ͇͇ȋkZTy90pTkp90y ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćňòƛȹȪ
ȹ͇͇ƹZ0pQƹĽ͇͇ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĽòƹĚƛ
ȹ͇͇ȋ6T9ytZT0Kt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĽòȪĽ͇
ȹ͇͇ƛ6pZKyQK9Ky ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĽòȂĽ͇
ȹ͇͇ĽZ0pQƹĽ͇͇ty ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĽòƛƛĽ
ȹ͇͇ȂyZZyQpt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȋòňƛƛ
ȹ͇͇Ȃ9IKpZttt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȋòĚȹň
ȹ͇͇Ě6T9pK9Q9yǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȋòƛĚĽ
ȹ͇͇ȂT9ttT/pZTy9pt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȂòƹňƛ
ȹ͇ƹ͇Z0K9pQ9Ttypy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȂòƹĽƛ
ȹ͇͇Ě6ptKpk9/9yZp9T0 ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȂòȂƛĚ
ȹ͇ƹ͇/ZptkKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȂòƛĚȹ
ȹ͇ƹȹ6pZKyQK9Kt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĚò͇ȋȪ
ȹ͇͇ƛ6ZTZttũK ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĚòňĚȪ
ȹ͇͇ȋ/Zpk9y9ZTK9Q9y ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĚòƛƛĽ
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Q ŤĒǴ
Ô Ǵ ºɂ̼ůƖő Ē̺ǉĒǴůĒƖÔĒǼ ̵ůȤŤ
Ǯ9 Ť ̴Ē ƅ̵ ̼Ǽ ĒƖƀƨ̼Ēù Ə̼ő ºɂǼůƖĒǼǼ ̵ůȤŤ ȤŤĒƏ ĴƨǴ ̵Ēƅƅ ƨ̴ĒǴ ƹ͇
ùƨůƖ
ºĒĒƖ
Ǽ ƅĒǼũ
ŤĒ̴ǴƨƅĒȤǚ 9 Ť ̴Ē
ȤůƨƖǼŤůǉ Ɩù Ǵ ǉǉƨǴȤ ̵ůȤŤ Ə̼
̼Ē ǴǼ Ɩù 9 Ť ̴Ē ȤŤĒ ºĒǼȤ ǴĒƅǼůƖőƅĒ ƏƨȤŤĒǴò 9 Ť ̴Ē ƅ̵ ̼Ǽ ºĒĒƖ ºƅĒ
Ə Ɩ pƨºĒǴȤ Ǵ ùĴƨǴùǚ Ǽ̴ůƖő Ə̼ ºĒǼȤ ůƖȤĒǴĒǼȤ Ȥ ŤĒ ǴȤ Ɩù ȤŤĒ̼Ǳ̴Ē
Ȥƨ ǴĒƅ̼ ƨƖ ȤŤĒƏ ºƨɂȤ Ť ƏĒ ǼȤĒǉ º̼ ǼȤĒǉ ùɂǴůƖő Ē ÔŤ Ô Ǵ ºɂ̼ůƖő
Ǽ
ƅ̵ ̼Ǽ ºĒĒƖ ȤŤĒǴĒ Ȥƨ ǼǼůǼȤ
ÔĒù ƖůƖÔůùĒƖȤ ǼȤƨ̵ŤĒǴĒ 9ĴĒƅȤ
Ē̺ǉĒǴůĒƖÔĒǚ9 Ť ̴ĒƖĒ̴ĒǴ Ē̺ǉĒù̴ǴůĒƖƖȤ őĒ ƨĴ ƨǴ Ť ̴ůƖő Ȥƨ ǉ ̼ Ȥƨƨ ƏɂÔŤ
ȤŤƨɂőŤ 9 ̵ Ǽ ºĒůƖő Ȥ ƂĒƖ ɂǴÔŤ ǼĒù ºĒÔ ɂǼĒ 9̵ Ǽ ̵ƨƏ ƖǚyŤĒǴĒ
ĴƨǴ Ɩ̴̼ĒŤůÔƅĒȤŤ Ȥ9Ť ̴Ēǉ ƅȤůǼ ǼȤŤƨɂőŤ 9̵ ƖȤĒù ǼƨƏĒȤŤůƖőȤŤ Ȥ
̵ĒǴĒȤůƏĒǼ̵ŤĒƖ Ē̴ĒƖ ůĴ9ĴĒƅĒ őɂĒ ƨǴ ǉǴůÔĒ Ǵ ƖőĒò 9 ̵ Ǽ ƅ̵ ̼Ǽ ǉǴƨǉũ
Ə ̼ Ť ̴Ē ºĒĒƖ ƨɂȤ ƨĴ Ə̼ĒùȤƨ ̵ŤůÔŤ̴ĒŤůÔƅĒ̵ƨǴƂǼ ̵ůȤŤ Ə̼ºɂùőĒȤ
ĒǴƅ̼̼ ÔƨɂƖǼĒƅĒù Ɩùùů̴ĒǴȤ ĒƖĒĴůȤƏ̼ƖĒĒùǼ Ǽ̵Ēƅƅ ǼŤ ̴ůƖő ƖůÔĒ
̴Ē ǼĒ̴ĒǴ ƅ
Ɩù
ƖùŤƨ̵ůȤ̵ůƅƅĴůƖ ƖÔů ƅƅ̼º
ÔƨƏĴƨǴȤ ºƅĒ ĴƨǴ Ə̼ Ĵ Əůƅ̼ǚ ǴǴ9 ŤƅǼ Ɩù Ťƨ̵
̴ĒŤ
̴ĒŤůÔƅĒ ȤŤ Ȥ 9 ƅƨ̴Ē Ɩù ůǼ̴ĒŤů
ǼĒù ƨĴĴ ƨĴ Ə̼ ǴĒĴĒ
º
ÔƅĒǼ
ǼĒù
Ť
ǉɂǴÔ
̵Ťƨ
ŤĒ̴Ǵƨũ
ĴǴůĒ
ĴǴůĒƖùǼ
ƅ̵ ̼ǼǴĒÔƨƏƏĒƖùQ ŤĒǴǼ ̵Ēƅƅ
Ǽ
Ťůő
ŤůőŤƅ̼9ǼǉĒ Ƃ ºƨɂȤȤŤĒƏǚ9Ē̵ůƅƅ
º Ǵő ůƖ
ºĒǼȤ
ȤŤĒ
ĴƨǴ
ůƖő
ƅƨƨƂ
Ɩ̼ƨƖ
ƅĒȤ ̵ŤĒƖ ůȤ ÔƨƏĒǼ Ȥƨ
ǯ
Ēǚ
ůĒƖÔ
̺ǉĒǴ
ƅĒǼĒ
Ǽ
Ôɂ
ÔɂǼȤƨƏĒǴǼĒǴ̴ůÔĒ
ɛȑǬźʍʩɤʍȑǷźɛ
ǐS
ǐSǖĻǋźǬǬźS¨ĻǨř S¨ǋźɛǋź̤
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ȹ͇ƹň6ptKpȹ͇͇K ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćĚòƛƛĚ
ȹ͇͇ȂT9ttTpQKǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƛòȪ͇͇
ȹ͇ƹȹt9ZT ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƛòňȪĽ
ȹ͇ƹ͇yZZykp9tyZ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƛòĽĚĽ
ȹ͇ƹȪ6T9KTyp0KtǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƛòĚĽ͇
ȹ͇͇ȋyZZyňpTTptpĽ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƛòĚȂƹ
ȹ͇ƹȪT9ttTK/tK ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹ͇òƹȂȹ
ȹ͇ƹ͇6T90Tt9ttTňǚȋ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹ͇òȪƹƛ
ȹ͇ƹȪ6T9KTypZk0t ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹ͇òĽȹȂ
ȹ͇ƹ͇K9TZKTQI ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹ͇òĽƛȂ
ȹ͇ƹƹ6pZKyt9KpZƹĽ͇͇Ky ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹ͇òƛ͇͇
ȹ͇ƹȹ6pZKyo9TZKtƹKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹ͇òƛĚ͇
ȹ͇ƹƹ6pZKyZKZpZũĚĽǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹƹò͇ƛĚ
ȹ͇ƹňI9tZKǤǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹƹòƹȪȂ
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKypKtƹt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹƹòňƛň
ȹ͇ƹȪ6pZKyQK9Kt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹƹòĽƛƛ
ȹ͇ƹȪZ00pTpTt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòƹȋĚ
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKypKtƹt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòň͇͇
ȹ͇ƹƹQptũTȪ͇͇Kp ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòňȂ͇
ȹ͇ƹȋ6pZKypK9Q9yƹKyƹt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòȂȂĽ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKypKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòĚĽ͇
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ȹ͇ƹĽ9IpTZƹt0 ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȋòĽňĚ
ȹ͇͇ňyZZyyZQtpĽňň ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȋòĽĚĽ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKy9QkKKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȋòĚ͇͇
ȹ͇ƹȂ6T9KTypK9Q9y ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȋòƛ͇Ȃ
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyypptKtǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚ kǴůÔĒñćƹȂòȪȋȹ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKypKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȂòȂ͇͇
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyQpZȹKtǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȂòƛĚĽ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKy9QkKKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȂòƛƛ͇
ȹ͇ƹĽ/Zptky9yT9Q ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĚòĽȂȋ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKyo9TZKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĚòƛĽĽ
ȹ͇ƹȹ9ITKkpQ9Q0pZk ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹƛò͇Ȫ͇
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyQpZKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹƛòĽĚĽ
ȹ͇ƹȋI9Zky9Qȹǚň ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹ͇òȹňĚ
ȹ͇ƹƹ6pZKyt9KpZƹĽ͇͇Ky ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹƹòƹƛƛ
ȹ͇ƹĽtpK0ȪǚȋpK9Q9y ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹƹòȪȪȂ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKy9QkKKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹƹòȂȪ͇
ȹ͇ƹȋpQƹĽ͇͇tKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹƹòĚ͇͇
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyypptKyǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹƹòƛĽ͇
ȹ͇ƹȪ0Qt9ppƹĽ͇͇tKňň ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹȹòȪȋ͇
ȹ͇ƹĽ/ZpQtyT00y ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹȹòȂȹĽ
ȹ͇ƹȋT9ttTȪȂ͇T9tQZ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćȹȹòĚȹĽ

ȹ͇ƹȋ6pZKypKt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòƛȋ͇
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyQK9Kt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòƛȋȂ
ȹ͇ƹňI9tZKǤǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȹòƛƛĚ
ȹ͇͇ĚKttȪĽ͇kpQ9QǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȪò͇͇͇
ȹ͇ƹȋ6pZKypK9Q9yƹKyƹt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȪòňȂƛ
ȹ͇ƹȋT9ttTKy9QȹǚĽt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȪòȂȪȂ
ȹ͇ƹȂ6pZKypKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȪòȂĽ͇
ȹ͇ƹȂGkkyp9ZytkZpy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȪòĚƛĚ
ȹ͇ƹň6pZKyZKyǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹňòňȂȋ
ȹ͇ƹň/Zp/t9ZTy9yT9Q ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹňòȋƛƛ
ȹ͇ƹȋI9tZKt ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹňòĚȋƹ
ȹ͇ƹȪ6ZTZpũK ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹňòƛňƛ
ȹ͇ƹȪZKZȋ͇Ȫǚȹ ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĽòňƛň
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyQK9Ky ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĽòĽňȪ
ȹ͇ƹĽ6pZKyZKyǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĽòĽƛƛ
ȹ͇ƹȂZ0GZpTty ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚ kǴůÔĒñćƹĽòĽƛƛ
ȹ͇ƹȋI9tZpTyZK ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĽòȂƹȂ
ȹ͇ƹȹ6pZKyQpZKy ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĽòĚĽ͇
ȹ͇ƹĽZ0GZpTty ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹĽòĚƛň
ȹ͇ƹȋZ0GZpTty ǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȋò͇͇͇
ȹ͇ƹȹ9ITKƹtKkǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚǚkǴůÔĒñćƹȋòĽ͇͇
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